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Unearthing new meaning in two very familiar prayers
HUNTINGTON, Indiana, May 15, 2012 – Because
people don’t really know what they are doing when they
pray, God sends them help, says one of the most
renowned authors on the Catholic faith. The prayers
most Catholics have known since childhood -- the Our
Father and the Hail Mary -- often dissolve into rote
recitation with little thought to their meaning. But there
is infinite power to their words.
With Christ as teacher in the school of prayer – through
example, Scripture, and the Liturgy of the Mass, says
Mark Shea in his new book – he shows how the ‘Our
Father’ is a deeply covenantal prayer between a child
and his Father (Luke 11:2). Shea likewise explains the
role of Mary as spiritual mother and intercessor (John
19:27), and how Christ intended that she continually
stand by the faithful through their crosses in life and
death – just as she did with her Son.
Shea’s latest book The Heart of Catholic Prayer:
Rediscovering the Our Father and the Hail Mary
(Our Sunday Visitor, 159 pp), provides readers a lineby-line analysis of the Church’s most foundational
prayers – the Our Father and the Hail Mary.
Shea weaves the contemporary with the historical, and
the theological with the practical, as he elucidates these two foundational prayers. His fresh and
penetrating perspective leads readers through each line, unveiling their true meaning. Readers can then
appreciate the value of the prayers as personal meditation, as well as their place in the rich tradition of
the Church.
“To learn and understand the Our Father and the Hail Mary is to learn the deepest contours of the
Church’s interior life, for both are prayers that come from the Holy Spirit, who is the soul of the
Church,” writes Shea.
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